SCOPE OF WORKS

NIT Raipur has signed an agreement with EPI for renovation and face lifting work of Hostel No. A, B, D, E, & F of Existing Campus of Institute Building at GE road Raipur. The tentative areas where the works shall be carried out are as follows:

I. **Tentative components of works:**
   a) Water proofing of the Hostel buildings.
   b) Complete renovation of toilets including repairing of sewerage and drainage system.
   c) Tiling work (wherever required).
   d) Electric Wiring (wherever required).
   e) Repairing and replacement of doors and windows.
   f) Retrofitting of RCC works (repairing of damaged slabs and chajjas)
   g) Color Washing
   h) Any other work by NIT/EPI.

II. The bidders to quote the rate in the prescribed format for performing the services as mentioned at clause 1.1.0 to 1.8.0 under Scope of Work in (Agreement format ). The detailed requirement shall be worked out as per Client / AICTE requirement and the same shall have to incorporated at any stage.

III. **Drawings / BOQ / Estimates are to be prepared considering the followings:**
   a) As per latest CPWD/DSR with correction slips up to date.
   b) In case of Non-DSR item, rate to be derived as per CPWD Specifications.